Friday 12th February 2021

Message from the Headteacher
We hope you had a good week and managed to get outside and get a break from the computer
screens. Thank you to all the parents who completed the remote learning survey. It really
highlighted to us the challenges that many of you are facing sharing devices and still completing
all the home learning. 76% of those who completed the survey to date are sharing a device with
your children or between siblings. We will continue to adjust our provision in light of your
comments. Thank you for all the positive feedback that the staff have received about the
support your child is receiving during lockdown. Hopefully there are only two more weeks of
remote learning after half term. The government will be updating us all on the 22nd February.
The office will be sending out links for our remote parents’ consultation appointments soon.
These will take place in the week beginning the 1st of March. The teacher will arrange a time to
call you at home and discuss progress and support you both feel is needed for your child.
The Covid 19 cases are decreasing in Hounslow but there were still approximately 300 cases
per 100,000 people and therefore although the rate has decreased it is still high. Please help
get the rate down by socially distancing and staying at home, so we can all get back to school.
If you have Covid 19 symptoms, book a test via nhs.uk/coronavirus or call 119.
You have all been so busy this week. The spelling spirals in year 2 look great and I bet those
pancakes were amazing! The story maps in Reception about Jack and the Beanstalk were
fabulous too. The story mountains in year 3 looked fun too and I enjoyed the stories about our
new puppy Skye. I am really pleased Mr. Roche found her! Please encourage your children to
complete the writing activities, as often they complete the other activities and forget the writing
ones!
We hope you are all taking time to look after yourselves during this difficult time. Below is some
information about a talk café that is free to use over the next 8 weeks and might be of interest to
you.
We hope you have a good half term with your family and manage to get time away from the
screens and to relax. We hope it will not be long until we can open the school up to everyone
again.

Early Years
Nursery
This week we have read a new book called ‘Mr Wolf’s pancakes’. The children had to
predict the ending after all the neighbours were unkind to Mr Wolf and wouldn’t help him
when he asked them. The children drew pictures and uploaded videos of what they
thought would happen at the end. Lots of the children thought that Mr Wolf would share
with his neighbours and as Shawnveer said ‘Sharing is caring’ or that he would say ‘No’
and send them back to their homes. No one predicted that Mr Wolf would eat up all his
neighbours!!!

Like Mr Wolf, the children had a go at writing lists using the first sound of the word. We
were so impressed at the letters that the children were able to form. They have been
really trying hard at home. Can you see which ingredients are on the list?

Our new sound of the week was the letter ‘e’ for eeegg, eeeelbow and eeeelephant. The
children found lots of objects around their homes that began with the letter e. Very carefully the
children have been practicing forming the letter, this one is a bit trickier than some of the others,
but they have done a fantastic job, don’t you agree?

In Maths, we introduced the children to 5 frames as a way of organising numbers and
helping them become ‘5 wise.’ The children have been saying what they ‘see’ before
counting to support their subitising skills and then putting Mr Wolf’s ‘pancakes’ on the 5
frame. The children are getting much better at this.

This week also marks the start of the Chinese New year festivities. The children have been
learning that it is the Year of the Ox and about some of the ways that people celebrate Chinese
New year. They enjoyed watching videos of the Chinese Dragon Dance. The children enjoyed
making their won Chinese lanterns in Nursery, making them out of red paper which is a lucky
colour.

Stars of the week
Tianna for super speaking and understanding of the story and being so confident in her retell.
Jaisvi for her super retell of ‘Mr Wolf’s pancakes’ remembering to include story language
such as ‘once upon a time’ and some of the speech from the characters.
Tanishi for using her toys to make a small world scene of what she thought would happen at
the end of the story.
Adam I and Alene for super number writing and being able to write lots of the numbers to 10
independently.
Muhammad for making mummy a super pizza and excellent Maths.
Isra and Eesa for having a super first week back at Nursery and for super reading.
Arunan for making a lovely Chinese lantern in Nursery.
Hrithika and Navraj for their lovely Chinese New Year crafts.
We are super proud of all the children in Nursery who have worked really hard these last 6
weeks. Thank you and enjoy your break. Stay safe and have a good rest.

Nursery birthdays this week
Aishman will be celebrating being 4 this week and Lily will have her 4th
birthday next week during half term.
Happy birthday from us all!

Reception
Literacy
This week in Reception we have continued learning through the
focus story ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’. The children completed story
maps and enjoyed creating their own stick puppets. Here is some of their work...
Birch class

Elm class

Ananya cut out the
pictures and
completed the
story map to tell
the story in the
correct order.

Rakeem shared
a fantastic
retelling of the
focus story
using his stick
puppets to help
with the story.

Oak class

Yew class

Karthik showing
the puppet he
made in literacy.

Jigar took part in
the role play
activity.

For Phase 3 phonics, we have been learning the new sounds:
‘ear’ as in ‘year’ and ‘ear’
‘air’ as in ‘air’ and ‘air’
‘ure’ as in ‘treasure’ and ’cure’

Alphablocks

Mr Thorne Does Phonics

BBC Bitesize

The children have been learning that these words are all ‘trigraphs’, because there are three
letters that make one sound. Now we can use these sounds to write words and sentences.
Birch class

Elm class

Sophie enjoyed
playing the
‘snap’ game
with the tricky
words.

Rudra wrote ‘air’
words in
sentences.

Oak class

Yew class
Sudhera made
a puppet who
was helping her
with phonics
Lesson!
Her puppet was
saying the letter
sounds and
some words.

Pranvik using ‘air’ and ‘ear’ words

In Phase 2 phonics, we’ve been revisiting, blending and segmenting the letter sounds: m d g o.

Birch class

Elm class
Rihaan wrote
CVC words with
the ‘d’ sound and
then read them
very well.

Esther
practiced
forming the
letter ‘o’ and
writing words
with this letter
sound.

Oak class

Ashvath is listening to Phonics with Miss
Hawkes and repeating the sounds.

Yew class

Maya is reading and writing CVC
words with ‘g’ very carefully.

Mathematics
This week in maths we have been learning about estimation and
subtraction and using language related to these topics.
The children have been really good at estimating with things around
their homes like their toys. Here are some photos of children
estimating and learning how to take-away / subtract.

Birch class

Elm class

Rayyan did some
fantastic
subtraction by
taking away some
leaves from his
‘beanstalk.’

Oak class

Udhbhav
estimating how
many pens
there are.

Akshita practised
taking away with
her pens at home.

Yew class

Zayyan estimating
how many Duplo
blocks he can see.

Science
This week in science, the children have been
planting an old potato to help them learn about
growing. We are waiting to see what happens.

Birch class

Elm class

Avy chose to
find out is
kidney beans
would grow
better in a
warm or cold
place, with
and without
soil.

Kshitija is
watching her
plant grow.

Oak class

Yew class

Rameen Z is
planting her
magic beans
for the
science
lesson.

Amira created
this picture to
support her
investigation.

RE
We have been learning about the
Chinese New Year. Lots of children
took part in a quiz to see how much
they had learnt and most of them
scored between 3 and 5 out of 5!
Some children also created their own
lanterns and they look amazing.
Birch class

Elm class

Kashika coloured in
the paper carefully
to create this pretty
lantern.
Aydin enjoyed
making this lantern
at home.

Oak class

Yew class

A lovely lantern from
Tanisha.

A beautiful lantern by Eva.

Wellbeing
The children have been very busy with a
range of activities that are very good for
their wellbeing too. Have a look at what
we’ve been doing…

Birch class

Elm class
Ali did his
exercise
outside in
the snow!

Sian
designed
this
wonderful
seed packet,
great
drawing!

Oak class

Yew class

Rajveer is
enjoying
wellbeing
Wednesday
with his little
sister!
The activity is
called: ‘move
and freeze’.

Georgia dancing.

Reception Merits

Birch

Avyukt – for always participating in the science investigations and consistently completing all of
his learning every day to a very high standard. Amazing work Avy, keep it up!
Sanjay - for taking part in the wellbeing activities with much enthusiasm and super yoga poses!
Skyla-Rose – for creating such a lovely Geraldine the Giraffe sock puppet.
Zayan - for trying so hard to hold a pen with a secure grip as he practiced tracing some letter
sounds. Well done Zayan for working so hard!

Elm

Omisha - for setting up an excellent experiment to find out what condition beans need to grow.
She was very good at changing one variable at a time.
Swara - for trying her very best every day in all areas of home learning. Her ‘air’ phonics work
was particularly impressive, where she used her photo to design different ‘hair’ styles.
Andrea - for her role play activity to help her learn about the trigraph ‘ure’. Andrea was a very
good doctor and she was able to ‘cure’ her teddy.
Shameera - for making a brilliant sock puppet of Geraldine the giraffe, which she used all week
to help her learn about the trigraphs: ear, ure, air.
Rakeem and Kshitja - for their amazing story-telling! They were both brilliant actors and very
good at using different voices for characters.

Oak

Rameen N - for working very hard and answering questions in detail.
Ruhan - for improving his writing and creating a story map in Literacy.
Ashvath - for listening very carefully to phonics and improving his sounds and letters.
Ishaan - for great maths lessons and subtracting really well.

Yew

Eva - for working hard in all areas and for subtracting well in maths.
Sofia - for working hard and estimating well in maths.
Maya - for working hard and sounding out and writing trigraphs.
Pranvik - for working hard and writing using his new phonic sounds.
Jigar - for working hard and writing great sentences in literacy.
Ravya- for working hard and sounding out her sounds well to read.

Dojo points
Birch: 2,465
Elm: 2,652
Oak: 2,230
Yew: 2,875

Happy 5th Birthday to:
Kshitija in Elm class
Ansh and Sofia in Yew class

This week, there are no children with birthdays in
Birch class and Oak class.

Key Stage 1
Year 1
Happy 6th Birthday!
Shanaya
Mariam - Fatimah
Have a great birthday!

Willow -290
Maple - 280
Ebony - 260
Beech - 275
KS1 Maths half term challenge
The maths challenge will be uploaded onto Google Classroom.

Can you crack the codes to find the secret words?
Challenge 1: find the numbers first, then find the letter with that number and find the
secret word. What is the secret word?
Challenge 2: answer the maths questions to find the number and finally
work out the secret word.
Send in all your answers to your class teachers, if you get both
challenges correct then you will get a certificate when we are back in
school.

Beech Class Home Learning
Beech Class have been designing their own wild creatures after reading Where the Wild Things
Are. They wrote sentences to describe their wild creature.

Beech Class have been thinking about what their dream job would be.

We have been sorting fruits and vegetables. We also designed our own seed packets.

Beech Class Merits
Evelina and Adelina for a great postcard written from India.
Saajida for uploading lots of work this week.
Amaya and Faatimah for a super poster about Chinese new year.
Amelia for her super effort this week on Google Classrooms.
Krish for super effort with his phonics this week.

Willow Class Home Learning
Thank you for sending in what you are enjoying at home this week - well done for using
‘because’ in your sentences!

Willow class Merits
Khadijah and Niveesha for their brilliant English work this week and using
adjectives to describe characters - well done!
Parmpreet and Isla for their amazing joke they shared on our Google meet
session, we all laughed at your funny jokes!

Maple Class Home Learning
Look at these amazing Wild Thing masks created by children in Maple class! They also used
lots of adjectives in their sentences, great work!

Maple Class identified the difference between fruit and vegetables and have had lots of fun
designing their own seed packet as well as investigating seeds found in fruit, well done!

Maple Class Merits
Kabir and Samiha for grouping words with the ‘ay’ and ‘ai’ sounds, I'm also
impressed with the sentences you wrote using these sounds! Fantastic work.
Viyana and Sai for investigating fruit and vegetables at home to find the
differences, keep it up!
Kelly and Colter for sequencing numbers smallest to largest
in maths, well done!

Ebony Class Home Learning
Well done everyone for sending in your work this week on google classroom. It was lovely to
see some of you at our live social meet. After the half term I hope to see more of you!
I have seen fantastic engagement from all of you, continue to keep that up after half term!

Ebony class has been busy chopping up some fruit and vegetables to see which ones have
seeds and which do not. They have also designed their own seed packets.

This week in English we have been reading a new story called ‘Where the Wild Things Are’. The
children have created their own wild thing and have used adjectives to describe their wild thing.
Fantastic effort from Adam, Devansh, Lakshaya, Reazel, Shreeya, Emilia, Rosh and Anson!

Ebony Class Merits
Shreeya and Lakshaya for describing and creating their own wild thing.
Keep up the fantastic work!
Eduard for a brilliant poster about the Chinese New Year!
Ameila C and Riyon for always attending the live google meet sessions.
Keep it up!
Emilia M for continuously creating fantastic pieces of work in every subject.
Brilliant science work this week. Emilia created a video discussing the
difference between fruit and vegetables.

Year 2
Chestnut - 520
Sycamore - 519
Pine - 521
Aspen - 512

Happy 7th Birthday
Kafia
Saimon
Have a super birthday!

A message from year 2 teachers

Miss Bhamra, Miss Evans, Mrs Syed and Miss Nasir have all been SO impressed with all
of your home learning during this lockdown period. You and your grown-ups have all
worked so hard to complete your home learning. We are all so proud of your efforts and
the quality of work produced has been amazing! We are looking forward to having all of
your smiling faces back in school and hearing all of the laughter that filled our classrooms
every day. Thank you for all being super hard workers! You are all superstars!

English

Chestnut Class Home Learning

There's a new front cover in town! I have loved seeing so many new front covers and

blurbs for the story ‘The Smartest Giant in Town’ Super work by Iris, Damian, Bani, Munria,
Atiksh, Wayne, Lezara, Aleksander, Kevin, Daivik and Nyay for creating these amazing new
front covers and blurbs!! Well Done! They look amazing!

The Sound Collectors!

I have loved seeing your dream jars and your very own version of the poem! Amazing sound
collecting Iris, Bani, Riyansh, Yuvan, Damian, Arjun and Harshvardhan!! Super work! I have
loved reading your beautiful poems too, you have all added some excellent rhyming words and
sounds in your poems!! Well Done!!

Phonics

Super Swirly Spelling Spirals and Scribbles! Excellent work by all of you that have used a
spelling spiral and scribble to write down their spelling words!

Wanted Word Posters!

Common Exceptions Words are wanted! Well Done to all of you for going on a hunt for your
CEW posters and practicing them too! I hope you had lots of fun looking for the words!

Yummy Pancakes!!

This week in Maths we have been learning all about capacity. It is lovely to see so many of you
that have been measuring ingredients and making pancakes! They all look very yummy indeed!
Super work Damian, Romain, Munria, Aleksander, Daivik, Bani, Riyansh, Nyay, Yuvan, Saimon,
Lezara and Iris!

RE

This half term we were learning about the religion Islam and you have all produced some
beautiful posters all about the religion showcasing everything you have learnt. Well Done Iris,
Saimon, Harshvardhan and Saanvi!

Happy Chinese New Year!

2021 is the year of the Ox! Super work by so many of you colouring in the animal of the year
you were born in! Your dragon chatterboxes are amazing too! Which animal are you?

Special Thanks

It has been so lovely to see so many of you creating a Thank You poster for Sir Captain
Thomas Moore who very sadly passed away last week. He was a true hero in the UK and raised
millions of pounds for the NHS during the first lockdown of the COVID-19 Pandemic! Do you
know how old he was?

Social Meet

I loved seeing all of your amazing work and toys on our show and tell this week for our social
meet! After half term we will be having a TALENT SHOW! You could do a dance, magic trick,
sing a song or show a magic trick! Make sure you do lots of practice over the half term to show
the whole class after the half term!

Sycamore Class Home Learning

Spellings
We have loved learning our spellings in different ways! Look at our amazing spelling
spirals and scribbles!

New illustrators
in town!

Look at our fantastic front covers and blurbs for ‘The Smartest Giant in Town’! How are they
different from the original?

Well done Maheen for creating this excellent
rainbow tree! You were able to add adjectives
to describe what you have painted! Well done
Ayoub for creating this lovely poster all about
the 5 Pillars of Islam!

Chinese new year!

This year Chinese New Year will be on 12th February 2021 and it is the year of the Ox. Year 2
has been learning all about Chinese new year and made dragon chatter boxes and coloured in
the animal for the year they were born. What Chinese Zodiac Animal are you?

Pancakes!

We have been measuring this week and we measured ingredients to make pancakes! Yum!
What was your favourite topping?

We are sound collectors!

We have enjoyed listening to the ‘Sound Collector’ poem. We collected our own sounds
from our homes and kept them safe in jars!

Thank you Sir Captain Thomas Moore!

We created some excellent posters to thank Sir Captain Thomas Moore for all
the money he has raised for the NHS!

Aspen Class Home Learning

Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler look out there are NEW BOOK MAKERS IN TOWN!!! Wow
look at Aspen classes front covers, back covers and blurbs there are impressive some children
have even given their book a new title fantastic effort!! Well done Riddhi, Snigdha, Artiom,
Aaruhi, Yasha, Shoubhit, Jugaad, Adbulla, Amina, Victor and Ayla.

Sound collector

We have really enjoyed learning about ‘The Sound Collector’ poem in English this week. We
have used our excellent listening skills to collect our own sounds we hear around the house or
on our walks and put them in a jar.

Phonics
These swirly spelling spirals have really helped with our spellings this week and they look very
pretty. Well done to all those who practised their spellings and put in so much effort towards
their phonics task.

Wanted - Common Exception Words

Well done Shoubhit, Aaruhi, Victor and Santoshini for creating these WANTED posters for our
common exception words. I hope you found them all!!!

Maths

In maths this week we have been learning about measurement. We have practised using a ruler
to measure objects around the house and ordered them from shortest to longest. What is the
shortest object in these images?

Someone say PANCAKE!!!!

We put our measuring knowledge to the test and measured ingredients to make delicious
pancakes. Well done Victor, Ameen, Kenishca, Ayla, Nathan, Riddhi, Yasha and Aaruhi.

Science

In Year 2 we have been learning all about plants. To end the term children have been busy
growing their own plants using food scraps to grow fresh, organic fruit and vegetables and
keeping a weekly plant journal. Can you guess what the children below are growing?

RE

We have really enjoyed learning about the religion Islam this term. Well done Victor, Aymaan,
Yasha and Ayla for creating these informative posters.

Happy Chinese New Year!!

This year Chinese New Year will be on 12th February 2021 and it is the year of the Ox. Year 2
has been learning all about chinese new year and made dragon chatter boxes and coloured in
the animal for the year they were born. What Chinese Zodiac Animal are you?

Creative Tasks

Look at all this creative work!! Aspen class have painted rainbow trees, made fantastic sock
puppets and thanked Sir Thomas Moore who sadly passed away last week. He worked hard
raising money and awareness for the NHS to help with the pandemic. Do you know why he had
Sir before his name?

Aspen Class Silly Hat Social

We had such a lovely time making our silly hats and telling silly jokes. Well done to all of you for
putting in so much effort and telling fantastic jokes!!! Have a lovely half term break!!!

Pine Class Home Learning
Another amazing week of home learning from Pine class!
How fantastic are your illustrations of the front cover for the smartest Giant in town!! I
was super impressed with the mini illustrators; Owen, Vienn, Jenson, Freden, Sergio,
Sophie, Sehan, Sienna, Hafsah, Hadi, Atharva, Jaymin, Lucas, Neathra and Kiran!

Sound collectors
It’s been lovely seeing your sound jars; you have been busy collecting sounds from
around the house, how many different sounds did you hear?

Measuring in Maths to make Pancakes!!
You made me very hungry looking at your delicious pancakes this week! You accurately
measured the ingredients to make these yummy treats. Great work Jaymin, Owen,
Sergio, Hadi, Vinuga, Eliza, Jenson, Kiran and Neathra.

Sehan, Nishma and Sophie have been designing their pancakes and accurately
measuring the mass of various items in school. Fantastic work!

Common Exception Words hunt!
I hope you enjoyed finding the hidden common exception words around your house,
looks like you had great fun!!

Social
You all looked amazing dressed up in your favourite clothes this week! It’s so lovely to
see your smiling faces and I can’t wait to hear your jokes next week!

Wellbeing/Creative
We have certainly been creative this week with our rainbow trees, sock puppets and
thank you posters.
We learnt about the amazing things Captain Sir Tom Moore did for the NHS, he was
certainly a true hero! Do you know how much money he raised?

Merits
Sycamore

Snyda - for creating an excellent and creative sock puppet!
Chrisha and Saanvi - for creating excellent 3D shapes using cocktail sticks and straws!
Brandon - for being able to read the temperature confidently on a thermometer.
Vicken - for measuring ingredients accurately using jugs and scales!
Diya - for creating an excellent and well-presented diary entry writing in role as the giant!

Chestnut

Bani - For her fantastic finger painting of a colourful rainbow tree last week! Amazing work!

Lezara and Atiksh- For creating a fantastic new front cover and blurb for the story ‘The Smartest
Giant in Town’
Taha - For his fantastic effort with phonics this week. Well Done!!
Nyay and Riyansh - For their fantastic efforts in all areas of online learning this week. Amazing
work!
Annalise - For making a huge difference in her attitude to online learning and completing lots of
online tasks! Super work!

Aspen

Aaruhi, Victor, Riddhi, Artiom and Yasha - for consistently creating and producing high quality
pieces of work every week. Your efforts have been incredible and your work has been excellent.
Well done, keep up all the hard work!!
Thoranipriya - for her excellent sentences comparing The Smartest in Town and The Gruffalo
and her fantastic diary entry writing in role as George the Giant. Well done!!
Aymaan -for creating a wonderful and informative poster all about Islam in RE.
Snigdha - for working exceptional hard and making a huge improvement in her English writing
work. Super effort Snigdha keep up all your hard work :-)

Pine

Meghma- For being an amazing student in Pine class; she always works hard and does
everything with a beautiful smile on her face! We are so sad that you are leaving and we will all
miss you!
Dillon- For a fantastic effort with his tasks and completing all his home learning tasks to a great
standard; well done and keep up the great work!
Eliza and Hafsah- For an improved effort with their home learning this week, keep working hard
girls!
Kevin- For his super effort with reading and phonics this week, well done!

Key Stage 2
Year 3
Merits this week
Topaz merits:
Nyay for his wonderful garden design in PSHCE.
Lilliana, Almirah and Rustam for their brilliant pieces of work on World Religion Day.
Shayan, Atharv, Aarav, Abdullahi and Vyshnavi in English for their fabulous work on fronted
adverbials and remembering to add the correct punctuation.
Summayah for her excellent quest story plan, including the use of direct speech and fronted
adverbials.
Sapphire merits:

Krisha, Medina, Nimesh and Neel for their great participation in the Zones of regulation questionnaire.
Ameya, Rhea, Medina and Tanay for answering the very tricky maths challenge question correctly.
Aiza for her amazing work with finding the best reflective material in science.
Ameya for her fantastic stop motion animation film.

Lapis merits:
Razan- For completing all her work really well and consistently whilst learning from home.
Aanya- For creating a detailed plan for her Hot Task quest story in English.
Cizela- For creating a detailed plan for her quest story and trying really hard in her maths forms.
Shaurya M- For trying really hard in English whilst online learning and continuing to have
perseverance throughout.
Divansh- For trying really hard in English whilst online learning and continuing to have
perseverance throughout.
Ibrahim- For trying super hard in maths and English whilst learning online.
Turquoise merits:
Sudher, Mishika, Leila, Azaan, Haripriya- For their amazing story mountains in English this
week.
Aariz and Deen- For listening to feedback and levelling up their work.
Ameena- For her resilience with online learning this week.
Tyreek- For his fantastic garden design in PSHCE.

Maths
In maths this week, year 3 have been continuing with their money topic. We have been looking at
a variety of questions which have enabled the children to enhance their problem solving skills and
develop their fluency using coins and notes. The children have been trying their hardest with this
complicated topic and have all managed to show excellent perseverance skills when dealing with
money and understanding what coins and notes represent. This has been a challenging topic for
year 3 but the teachers are very pleased with the effort the children have put into their maths
learning this week. After half term we will be moving onto a new topic in maths which we are trying
to make as fun as possible whilst we are all still learning from home. Keep up the amazing work
year 3!
TTRS Latest News!
In our monthly TTRS battles, it seems like Topaz are not that far behind the current leaders Turquoise! The battle ends on Sunday the 14th of February. Come on Topaz, Sapphire and
Lapis! Do you have what it takes to catch up and knock the leaders off the top?

Look out for the next battle in March, on the 11th -17th of March.

English
In English this week, we have been learning to create our story mountains for our quest stories.
It was lovely to see some great ideas displayed from our quest stories, and the children loved the
idea of having our very own familiar characters Skye, Mrs Norton and Mr Roche!
Here are some story mountains:

We also explored fronted adverbials to enhance our writing skills. One of the tasks was for the
children to describe what was happening in a picture, using time, place and manner.

RE
This week has been an interesting week. We had the opportunity to learn about World Religion
Day, which takes place in January of each year.
As an extension task, children were able to do some research on a different religion and create
a fact file about it.

Topic
This week, we have been exploring the British Aisles. We also learnt about the famous
landmarks that are present in the United Kingdom. It was interesting to learn that the Republic
of Ireland is not part of the United Kingdom.

Class Dojo Points:
Topaz: points
Sapphire:1111 points
Turquoise: 497 points
Lapis: 607 points
Amazing garden designs in PSHCE

Wonderful wellbeing work:

Year 4
Wow, we have yet another busy week of learning. We have been very impressed with the effort
and commitment that has been put into completing work assigned. Remember daily lessons are
being uploaded for mathematics and English to be turned in the same day for marking.
Last week was Mental Health Week and here are some great posters with great tips to keep our
mind healthy. This half term remember to rest your body and mind, take regular exercise and do
something fun.

English
In English this week, children have been working on a range of grammar and reading lessons.
This week they have learnt strategies for decoding unfamiliar words, identifying and
understanding different sentence types can change the meaning of text, main & subordinate
clauses as well as utilising a range of reading skills to answer questions around a text. We have
been very impressed with their knowledge of these areas.

Maths
In Maths this week we have continued our learning on multiplication and division. We have been
learning how to divide a 2 digit number by a 1 digit number. The children have been using different
ways such as partitioning to help them solve division problems. Below you can see some of the
maths work the children have completed this week. The children have answered a range of
questions which requires them to use various models and visuals in order to solve problems and
reason. Children have used bar models, whole part models and reasoning to express their
thinking.

Times Table Rockstar Tournament
Well done Year 4 boys for winning the boys vs girls TTRS Tournament - you
achieved a staggering 11,994 correct answers. Girls, you all tried really hard well done for achieving 3,971 correct answers. I wonder if Year 4 girls can
overtake the Year 4 boys next week?

Science, PSHCE, RE and Spanish
This week in Science we have ended our unit of ‘Animals and their Habitats’. To end the unit off
we have written in our Defining Frame maps all about everything we have learnt in this unit. Pupils
were then asked to create a mini project of Animals and Habitats.

In Spanish children have been learning to say which room they do not have in their home using
the phrase - 'En mi casa no hay...' (In my home there is not/ there are no...), as well as revising

older content to embed their learnt vocabulary and content. They have also enjoyed playing
games in the Home section of Language Angels.

In RE children have summarised their learning on the Buddha and his teachings. On a defining
frame the children wrote down everything they have learned about Buddhism. In PSHCE, children
have been learning about being resilient, to understand that reflecting on positive and happy
experiences can help to counteract disappointment as well as understanding how to cope with
disappointment and also help others. They helped to make new plants under hypothetical
scenarios and then went on to make a resilience fortune teller to help overcome disappointment.
Well done to all.

Wellbeing & Creative
This week, the children have been busy cooking. They made delicious foods from different
cultures around the world. Remember to ask your adults at home for help when you are busy in
the kitchen cooking!

Merits
Amber Class:
Meera for effort completing a science project of celebration of the
end of her Animals and their Habitats unit of work.
Brijesh and Gravier for their excellent response to reading a text in
Spanish and then answering questions.
Dheer and Darshini for showing all of her working out using counters
to demonstrate why a calculation was correct.
Blanka for making a video to explain her PSHCE work and making a
fortune teller.

Obsidian Class:
Ali and Stella- for beautiful models to present their knowledge of our
science topic ‘Animals and Habitats’
Amelia- for her constant effort in English to include poetic devices.
Teja- for her superb effort in Maths this week when dividing 2 digit
numbers by a 1 digit number.
Shrihaas- for his effort in English to find synonyms for words.

Dojo Points:
Amber Class -

Obsidian Class -

Year 5
What a fantastic week we have had!
In English, we have finished our class reader ‘The Butterfly Lion’, and I’m sure everyone enjoyed
the story and the way it ended. On Google Classroom we received some lovely letters written as
Bertie to Millie. Here are some examples:

These are only a few examples! Well done everyone and I look forward to see your comic strip
summarising the main events from The Butterfly Lion.
In Maths we continued with our Fraction unit and we learnt how to compare and order fractions.
We are now ready to move on adding, subtracting and multiplying fractions. We need to keep
working on our times tables. To be Greater Depth, we need to be able to apply what we know
about comparing and ordering fractions, how to bring fractions to a common denominator. New
battles have been added on TIMES TABLES ROCKSTARS so please log on to and take part in
these battles.
Some work examples from Rheanna and Rohan:

It's been a very challenging half term but we are so proud of you as you’ve been amazing! So a
huge well done to everyone for your efforts. Just a quick reminder to ensure that all children are
watching the lesson videos that are uploaded and to read the assignment instructions so that
children are clear about how to engage in the lesson or activity.
Over the half term, we will have a Reading Competition and everyone is encouraged to take part.
I love reading and I’ve always had a passion for reading. I really hope you feel the same. During
the lockdown a lot of us are feeling fed up, disheartened and bored. I think reading offers the
perfect escape from all these! Try to read as much as you can and maybe you can share with us
on Google Classroom your favourite books. So, next week, try to read your favourite book and
see if you can create a new front cover for it, share it with us on Google Classroom and maybe
you will win the challenge!

Class Dojos:
Emerald – 1184 points
Diamond – 1262 points

Diamond

Merits

Sri and Rohan for solving some very tricky challenges in maths.
Marwa for her excellent science experiment, making an accurate prediction and explaining her
finding using the correct scientific vocabulary.
Ryan for his excellent vocabulary choices explaining the differences and similarities between
rural and urban Africa.
Drexsel for his Science work, completing the experiment and explaining what happened when a
different solute (sugar and salt) was mixed with a solvent (water).
Satveer and Alexandra for their excellent letter writing as Bertie to Millie.
Abdullah, Manav and Ritisha for their excellent Hot Tasks this week.
Emerald
Hibba - for her fantastic reading task.
Arjan - for using powerful vocabulary in his 5 senses categorising frame about life in the
trenches.
Shorya, Amani, Linuka, Akshita, Heena & Gurpal - For their fantastic attitude and effort to
online learning throughout this half term. They have all worked so incredibly hard and their
efforts have not gone unnoticed. Well done!

Year 6
In English this week, the children have continued to build on their knowledge of the main
characters within their class reader: Kensuke's Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo.
At the start of the week, the children had to explore Kensuke’s character - writing a thought bubble
from his perspective. They considered what they knew about him so far and what they had learnt
about his character.
Here are some examples of children’s work.

They then begin to compare Michael’s life at sea on the boat to the situation he now finds himself
in on the island. To do this they used a double bubble map to compare Michael’s life at sea with
his life on the island.

They finished the week with various Grammar tasks. One focus in particular was exploring the
active and passive voice.

In maths, the children stated a new unit of work on Algebra. They were quite apprehensive at
first, but as the week progressed their confidence grew. They also realised that they had been
doing algebra already - but just didn’t know it at the time! E.g. using function machines, and
when they calculated the area of rectangles - as, l x b or l x w.
They learned how to write algebraic expressions from a word problem:

They also learned to substitute into simple expressions to find a particular value, e.g.

In RE, following on from last week’s lesson on symbols, the children had to create their own
personal shield that represented themselves. They had to consider these questions while
designing it:
- What are your strengths?

-

What are your favourite things?
What is important to you?

Here are some examples from the children:

In Topic, the children created an information sheet on the Maya civilisation.
They needed to research the Mayan people and then decide on how they were going to split up
the information into different topics. They presented these in different 'topic' boxes - with their
own heading.

In Science, the children learned more about refraction with light. Understanding that white light
is made up of the 7 colours of the spectrum. They learned about Isaac Newton and his
important experiment using refraction of white light in a prism to create the 7 colours.
Here is a child’s explanation of this effect

They learned now rainbows are made and how we see different colours - as some colours are
absorbed and others reflected - depending on the colour of the object. Here is an example of a
child’s explanation:

They had to explain the science themselves and make a Newton Colour Wheel - which
demonstrated how the 7 colours mix together to make white light.

Class Dojo points:
Ruby: 426
Opal: 417
Merits:
Ruby:
Tom: For making ambitious word choices and using a variety of figurative language confidently
throughout his setting description.
Veer: For his super work on reflection and refraction in science. He explained in detail how a
periscope works using key scientific vocabulary.
Raheel and Aurelia: For their fantastic information sheets about the Maya Civilisation - they
researched interesting facts and organised their learning using suitable subheadings.
Aakriti: For her excellent English work - she identified and effectively described the character's
conflicting thoughts.
Ihab: For his super understanding in Maths when learning to substitute into simple expressions
to find a particular value.
Opal:
Nanki and Jagveer: For their consistent effort with their home learning - and for always
completing every single task! Excellent effort!
Alex: His excellent effort in his setting descriptions of Kensuke’s Island from last week.
Harun: For great effort with his English tasks -showing great thought and understanding including varied openers.
Jahiem and Humrajpal: For writing detailed thought bubbles from Kensuke’s perspective showing a clear understanding of the character and his frustrations.

